
	

Racing Beat Aluminum Front Housing
Part No. 11050, 11051 

Usage and Application  Guide 

A.  To avoid flexing of the front stationary gear in the front housing, we have designed a "shrink fit" between these components and the use 
of 10 studs to secure the gear flange.  This requires that first you make (4) additional equally spaced holes in the gear flange and secondly, 
you heat the housing to install or remove the stationary gear.  If you are buying stationary gears from Racing Beat, we will undertake this 
drilling service at no charge to you if you request it, or you can have it done locally.  In addition, you must use a thrust plate that has the (4) 
additional holes cut in it.  Because this plate is extremely hard, it is not practical to drill it.  We offer thrust plates which have had those holes 
Electron Discharge Machined (EDM) in them, and they are available separately.

B.  This housing is designed to accept a 1993~1995 RX-7 (or 20B) "NF01" oil pump and drive parts.

C.  This front housing does NOT connect the oil pump output to the original front cover due to concerns about leakage between the two 
parts.  For this reason, if you use an internal oil pump, we recommend that you tap the passage at the back of the front cover with a 1/4" NPT 
pipe tap, then install an aluminum allen head plug (which must not protrude from the rear of the front cover and also must not obstruct the 
passage to the relief poppet).  Then you can "T" the oil pump outlet into the front cover with a hose to maintain the "pressure limiting" feature.  
A "-6" hose is adequate for this use.

D.  We strongly recommend that you use studs to retain the stationary gear and thrust plate, since studs have more holding strength than 
bolts.  However, the length of the studs (and nuts) that can be used varies with the front balance weight you use.  Before final installation 
of the stationary gear studs, you must check the clearance between the back side of the front counterweight and the end of the studs.  It 
is desirable to leave the studs (and nuts) as long as possible for maximum strength.  We suggest a minimum of  .050" clearance between 
the end of the studs (and nuts) and the back side of the counterweight.  We supply (10) studs and (10) nuts.  Modify the studs/nuts as 
necessary.  Check stud alignment and gear hole position by slipping the drilled stationary gear on the studs "backwards" (gear end out).  We 
have found that leaving .775" of stud protruding from the housing (and nuts thinned to .215" +/- .003") works in many installations, but YOU 
must check YOUR installation.

E.  The intake manifold mounting and porting are intended to match a 1993-95 RX-7 or a 20B engine. 

F.  Small diameter tension bolts must be used in a 20B engine for the long tension bolts in place of the large diameter bolts that enter from 
the rear (the front housing can be drilled, spot faced and countersunk to accommodate the bolts that enter from the front).  

G.  If the housing will be used in a peripheral port engine, wash out the intake port runner with acetone, then fill it completely with Devcon 
aluminum putty.  If it will be used in a side port engine, grind through the thin web of aluminum and undertake the desired porting, before 
installing the stationary gear.

From this point, we suggest the following procedure:

1.  Install the stationary gear alignment pin (use lanolin or never-sieze on the pin).  To ensure that the pin is correctly aligned, make a simple 
tool by drilling a "B" hole in a .5" thick scrap of aluminum on a drill press.  Then insert the pin in the hole and carefully drive it down so that it 
sticks out of the front housing .530" +/- .010".

2.  Install the (2) front cover alignment dowels (use lanolin or never-sieze on the dowels).  Seat them fully in the housing.

3.  Heat the housing to between 280 degrees F and 300 degrees F.  Be very accurate with this temperature range - too low and the gear may 
not fit;  too high and the part heat treat may be affected.

4.  Once the housing is heated to the specified temperature, immediately drop the stationary gear in place.  Install the front thrust plate, then 
quickly run down two opposing nuts to secure the gear.  Now install the remaining (8) nuts and torque all of them to 17 ft#.

 5.  After cooling, remove the nuts and thrust plate, then final clean the housing/gear assembly using hot, soapy water.  Dry thoroughly and 
do not oil the assembly.
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 6.  Apply silicone seal to the threads of the three pipe plug holes in the front side of the housing and to the threaded plugs provided.  Thread 
the plugs in fully until they bottom out or stop turning readily and cannot be hit by the counterweight.  Add a fillet of silicone seal at the outer 
thread junction to retain the plug.

7.  Install the tension bolt threaded inserts with a small drop of Locktite on the outside threads.  Thread them in with a large screwdriver until 
they are .020" +/- .005" below the surface of the housing.

8.  We recommend an external oil filter (Fram PH8) for serious racing applications.  We further suggest that the output of the filter be split to 
the front and rear housings to avoid restriction at the entrance to the rear housing.  Oil may be input at either the upper or middle (preferred) 
of the housing.  Use the threaded aluminum caps supplied to close off unwanted openings.

 9.  All tension bolts will be the same length.  The normal "long" bolt can be shortened for use in one of the legs.

Maximum torque specifications for bolts into the aluminum housings:
10mm - 25 ft/lbs
8mm - 12 ft/lbs
6mm - 70 in/lbs
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